In Newtonian gravitational theory, a tidal Love number relates the mass multipole moment created by tidal forces on a spherical body to the applied tidal field. The Love number is dimensionless, and it encodes information about the body's internal structure. We present a relativistic theory of Love numbers, which applies to compact bodies with strong internal gravities; the theory extends and completes a recent work by Flanagan and Hinderer, which revealed that the tidal Love number of a neutron star can be measured by Earth-based gravitational-wave detectors. We consider a spherical body deformed by an external tidal field, and provide precise and meaningful definitions for electric-type and magnetic-type Love numbers; and these are computed for polytropic equations of state. The theory applies to black holes as well, and we find that the relativistic Love numbers of a nonrotating black hole are all zero.
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Context of this work
The exciting prospect of using gravitational-wave detectors to measure the tidal coupling of two neutron stars during the inspiral phase of their orbital evolution was recently articulated by Flanagan and Hinderer [1, 2] . The idea is as follows. The orbital motion of a binary system of neutron stars produces the emission of gravitational waves, which remove energy and angular momentum from the system. This causes the orbits to decrease in radius and increase in frequency, and leads to the inspiraling motion of the compact bodies. Late in the inspiral the gravitational waves enter the frequency band of the detector, and detailed features of the orbital motion are revealed in the shape and phasing of the wave. At the large orbital separations that correspond to the low-frequency threshold of the instrument, the tidal interaction between the bodies is negligible, and the bodies behave as point masses. As the frequency increases, however, the orbital separation decreases sufficiently that the influence of the tidal interaction becomes important. The bodies acquire a tidal deformation, and this affects their gravitational field and orbital motion; the effect is revealed in the shape and phasing of the gravitational waves.
Flanagan and Hinderer have provided a quantitative analysis of this story, and they have shown that the tidal coupling between neutron stars is accessible to measurement by the current generation of Earth-based gravitational-wave detectors (such as Enhanced LIGO). This prospect is exciting, because the details of the tidal interaction depend on the internal structure of each body, and the measurement can thus reveal important information regarding the compactness of each body, as well as its equation of state; and this information is released cleanly, during the inspiral phase of the orbital evolution, well before the messy merger of the two companions.
Newtonian theory of tidal Love numbers
The effect of the tidal interaction on the orbital motion and gravitational-wave signal is measured by a quantity known as the tidal Love number of each companion [3] . In Newtonian gravity (see, for example, Ref. [4] ), the tidal Love number is a constant of proportionality between the tidal field applied to the body and the resulting multipole moment of its mass distribution. In the quadrupolar case, the tidal field is characterized by the tidal moment E ab (t) := −∂ ab U ext , in which the external Newtonian potential U ext is sourced by the companion body and evaluated (after differentiation with respect to the spatial coordinates) at the body's center-of-mass. Because the external potential satisfies Laplace's equation in the body's neighborhood, the tidal-moment tensor is not only symmetric but also tracefree; it is a symmetrictracefree (STF) tensor.
The quadrupole moment is
, where ρ is the mass density inside the body, x a is a Cartesian coordinate system whose origin is at the center-of-mass, and r := (δ ab x a x b ) 1/2 is the distance to the center-of-mass; the quadrupole moment is another STF tensor. In the absence of a tidal field the body would be spherical, and its quadrupole moment would vanish. In the presence of a (weak) tidal field, the quadrupole moment is proportional to the tidal field, and dimensional analysis requires an expression of the form Q ab = − 2 3 k 2 R 5 E ab . (We use relativistic units and set G = c = 1.) Here R is the body's radius, and the factor of 2 3 is conventional; the dimensionless constant k 2 is the tidal Love number for a quadrupolar deformation. Using these expressions, the Newtonian potential outside the body can be written as a sum of body and external potentials, and we have
The first term is evidently the monopole piece of the potential, which depends on the body's mass M . Within the square brackets, the first term represents the applied tidal field, and the second term is the body's response, measured in terms of the Love number k 2 . In Eq. (1.1) the total potential was truncated to the leading, quadrupole order in a Taylor expansion of the external potential; additional terms would involve tidal moments of higher multipole orders, and higher powers of the coordinates x a . When the tidal field is a pure multipole of order l, Eq. (1.1) generalizes to
Here k l is the Love number for this multipolar configuration, and L := a 1 a 2 · · · a l is a multi-index that contains a number l of individual indices. The tidal moment is now defined by E L (t) := −∂ L U ext /(l − 2)!, and it is symmetric and tracefree in all pairs of indices. We also introduced x L := x a1 x a2 · · · x a l . In this generalized case the l-pole moment of the mass distribution is the STF tensor Q L := ρx L d 3 x, where the angular brackets indicate that all traces must be removed from the tensor x L ; it is related to the tidal moment by Q L = −[2(l − 2)!/(2l − 1)!!]k l R 2l+1 E L .
Purpose of this work
Our purpose in this paper is to introduce a precise notion of tidal Love numbers in general relativity, something that was not pursued in the original work by Flanagan and Hinderer [1, 2] . In fact, we provide precise definitions for two types of tidal Love numbers: an electrictype Love number k el that has a direct analogy with the Newtonian Love number introduced previously, and a magnetic-type Love number k mag that has no analogue in Newtonian gravity. Magnetic-type Love numbers were introduced in post-Newtonian theory in the works of Damour, Soffel, and Xu [5] and Favata [6] . Our definitions apply to gravitational fields that are arbitrarily strong, and to (weak) tidal deformations of any multipolar order.
Our relativistic Love numbers are defined within the context of linear perturbation theory, in which an initially-spherical body is perturbed slightly by an applied tidal field. Our definitions are restricted to slowlychanging tidal fields; this means that while a tidal moment such as E L (t) does depend on time, to reflect the changes in the external distribution of matter, the dependence is sufficiently slow that the body's response presents only a parametric dependence upon time. This allows us to ignore time-derivative terms in the field equations, because they are much smaller than the spatialderivative terms. For all practical purposes the perturbation is stationary, and t appears as an adiabatic parameter.
Gravitational perturbations of spherically-symmetric bodies are described by a metric perturbation p αβ that can be decomposed into tensorial spherical harmonics; each multipole can be considered separately. The complete spacetime metric is g αβ = g 0 αβ + p αβ , with g 0 αβ denoting the (spherically-symmetric) metric of the unperturbed body. We work in the body's immediate neighborhood, and the external bodies that create the (multipolar) tidal field are assumed to live outside this neighborhood. To define the relativistic Love numbers it is sufficient to consider the vacuum region external to the body, and to construct g αβ in this region only; this metric will be a solution to the vacuum field equations, and will represent the relativistic generalization of Eq. (1.2). To compute the Love numbers it is necessary to construct g αβ in the body's interior also, and this requires the formulation of a stellar model. The external problem therefore applies to any type of body, while the internal problem refers to a specific choice of equation of state.
External problem
We review the external problem first. We erect a coordinate system (v, r, θ, φ) that is intimately tied to the behavior of light cones: The advanced-time coordinate v is constant on past light cones that converge toward the center at r = 0, r is both an areal radius and an affineparameter distance along the null generators of each light cone, and the angular coordinates θ A = (θ, φ) are constant on each generator. This choice of coordinates is inherited from previous work on the tidal deformation of black holes [7] .
In these coordinates the external metric of the unperturbed body is given by ds 2 0 = −f dv 2 + 2 dvdr + r 2 dΩ 2 , in which f := 1 − 2M/r and dΩ 2 := dθ 2 + sin 2 θ dφ 2 ; this is the Schwarzschild metric presented in EddingtonFinkelstein coordinates. To construct the perturbation we impose the light-cone gauge conditions p vr = p rr = p rθ = p rφ = 0 to ensure that the coordinates keep their geometrical meaning in the perturbed spacetime [8] . (This property makes the light-cone gauge superior to the popular Regge-Wheeler gauge, which does not provide the coordinates with any geometrical meaning.) A perturbation of multipole order l can be decomposed into even-parity and odd-parity sectors, and each sector must be a solution to the Einstein field equations linearized about the Schwarzschild metric.
The even-parity sector is generated by the electrictype tidal moment E L (v), an STF tensor defined in a quasi-Cartesian system x a related in the usual way to the spherical coordinates (r, θ A ). The (2l + 1) independent components of this tensor can be encoded in the functions E (l) m (v), in which the azimuthal index m is an integer within the interval −l ≤ m ≤ l; the encoding is described by
are the usual spherical-harmonic functions. We define the tidal potentials
and Y lm AB are vector and tensor spherical harmonics of even parity; these are defined in Sec. II.
The odd-parity sector is generated by the magnetictype tidal moment B L (v), another STF tensor whose independent components can be encoded (as previously) in the functions B 
in which X lm A and X lm AB are vector and tensor spherical harmonics of odd parity; these also are defined in Sec. II. There is no scalar potential B (l) in the odd-parity sector. The metric outside any spherical body deformed by a tidal environment characterized by the tidal moments E L and B L is calculated in Sec. III. It is given by
The radial functions are
6b)
6d)
with
(1.7c) B 4 := F (l − 1, l + 2; 2l + 2; 2M/r), (1.7d)
7e)
Here R is the body's radius, and F (a, b; c; z) is the hypergeometric function. The functions A n are finite polynomials in 2M/r, while the functions B n have nonterminating expansions in powers of 2M/r; for selected values of l they can be expressed in terms of elementary functions such as ln(1 − 2M/r) and finite polynomials (see Table I in Sec. III). Each one of these functions goes to one as r goes to infinity. And while A n is finite at r = 2M , we observe that B n diverges logarithmically when r → 2M . The metric of Eqs. (1.5) is valid in a neighborhood of the deformed body, and it provides a definition for the electric-type Love numbers k el and the magnetic-type Love numbers k mag ; these refer to the multipole order l, but we suppress the use of this label to keep the notation clean. While the definitions seem to rely on a specific choice of gauge for the metric perturbation, we prove in Sec. III that our Love numbers are gauge-invariant.
When the tidal moments are switched off the metric reduces to the Schwarzschild metric expressed in the light-cone coordinates (v, r, θ A ). When the mass parameter M is set equal to zero the metric describes the neighborhood of a geodesic world line in a Ricciflat spacetime. In this limit the tidal moments can be related to the derivatives of the Weyl tensor evaluated at r = 0. According to Eqn. (1.3) of Ref. [9] , we have that
STF , where abc is the permutation symbol and the tensor components are listed in the quasi-Lorentzian coordinates (t := v − r, x a ); the STF superscript indicates that the a n indices are symmetrized and all traces are removed. In the spacetime of Eq. (1.5) the tidal moments E L and B L retain a similar relationship with the Weyl tensor, with the understanding that the relations are now approximate and refer to the asymptotic behavior of the Weyl tensor for r M . The perturbed metric of Eq. (1.5) can be compared with the Newtonian potential of Eq. (1.2). We define an effective Newtonian potential U eff by g vv =: −(1 − 2U eff ), and our expression for g vv implies that in general relativity,
(1.8) In the nonrelativistic limit, A 1 and B 1 are both approximately equal to unity, and we recover Eq. (1.2); the electric-type Love number k el reduces to the Newtonian number k l . In the strong-field regime we still recognize the A 1 term as coming from the applied tidal field, while the B 1 term is clearly associated with the body's response. There is no confusion between these terms, because the structure of A 1 is that of the finite polynomial 1 + · · · + λ(2M/r) l , which does not contain a term of order (2M/r) 2l+1 ; λ is a numerical factor that can be determined by expanding the hypergeometric function. Because r is geometrically well defined, we can always distinguish the tidal terms from the body terms in the metric.
The light-cone coordinates (v, r, θ A ) are well-behaved across an eventual event horizon of the perturbed spacetime, and our formalism is capable of handling black holes as well as material bodies. In general, however, the metric of Eqs. (1.5) is not regular at the event horizon, because of the presence of the B n functions, which diverge logarithmically in the limit r → 2M . To represent a perturbed black hole the metric must be devoid of these terms, and this can be accomplished by assigning k el = k mag = 0 to a black hole. This is one of the major conclusions of this work: The relativistic Love numbers of a nonrotating black hole are all zero. This result is contained implicitly in Ref. [7] , but the formalism of this paper permits a much clearer articulation of this property.
Internal problem
To compute the relativistic Love numbers for a selected stellar model requires the construction of the internal metric (also expressed as a sum of unperturbed solution and linear perturbation) and its matching with the external metric at the perturbed boundary of the matter distribution. We carry out this exercise in Secs. IV and V, adapting the formalism of Thorne and Campolattaro [10] to our light-cone coordinates. We take the body to consist of a perfect fluid with a polytropic equation of state
Here p is the fluid's pressure, ρ its proper energy density, K is a constant, and n is the polytropic index (another constant).
Our results are presented in Figs. 1-8, and tables of values are provided in the Appendix. In each figure we plot the Love number for a selected multipole order (from l = 2 to l = 5), and for selected values of the polytropic index n (from n = 0.5 to n = 2.0), as a function of the stellar compactness parameter C := 2M/R; this ranges from C = 0 -a weak-field, Newtonian configurationto C = C max , with C max representing the compactness of the maximum-mass configuration for the selected equation of state. For the electric-type Love numbers we observe the following features. (i) At C = 0 we recover the Newtonian values for polytropes, as tabulated by Brooker and Olle [11] . (ii) For a constant C, k el decreases as the polytropic index increases; this reflects the fact that as n increases, the matter distribution becomes increasingly concentrated near the center, which inhibits the development of large multipole moments. (iii) For a constant n, k el decreases as the compactness parameter increases; this reflects the fact that as C increases, the strength of the internal gravity increases, which produces an increased resistance to tidal deformations.
For the magnetic-type Love numbers we observe the following features. (i) At C = 0 the Love numbers are all zero; this reflects the fact that the magnetic-type tidal coupling is a purely relativistic effect that has a vanishing Newtonian limit. (ii) For a constant C, k mag decreases as the polytropic index increases; this is explained as in the preceding paragraph. (iii) For a constant n, k mag first increases as C increases, but then it decreases after reaching a maximum; this reflects the fact that the magnetic-type tidal coupling is the result of an internal competition: a strong field is required to produce an effect in the first place, but it eventually causes a large resistance to tidal deformation.
Damour and Nagar
After this work was completed we witnessed the appearance of an article by Damour and Nagar [12] in which almost identical work is presented. Their paper, like ours, is concerned with the tidal deformation of compact bod- and Nagar work in Schwarzschild coordinates and adopt the Regge-Wheeler gauge for the metric perturbation; we work in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates and the lightcone gauge. Another concerns notation: we adopt different normalization conditions for the Love numbers and the tidal moments. These differences are not important. A more significant difference concerns the conclusion that the tidal Love numbers of a black hole must be zero. In this paper we boldly proclaim this conclusion, which we firmly believe to be a correct interpretation of our results. Damour and Nagar, however, shy away from the conclusion, although they agree with us on the basic results. We do not understand the reasons behind this reluctance. Damour and Nagar comment on the need to understand "diverging diagrams that enter the computation of interacting black holes at the 5-loop (or 5PN) level" before reaching a conclusion. But since the results presented here do not rely at all on a post-Newtonian expansion of the field equations, the fate of 5PN terms in a post-Newtonian representation of interacting black holes seems to us to be irrelevant. We point out, also, that the Damour-Nagar work does not provide a very clean foundation for the tidal deformation of black holes, because their coordinate system is ill-behaved on the event horizon. Our light-cone coordinates were selected precisely because they permit a unified treatment of material bodies and black holes.
Aside from this issue of interpretation, and as far as we can judge, the results presented here are in complete agreement with the Damour-Nagar results. The DamourNagar work was carried out in complete independence from us, and our work was carried out in complete independence from them. The near-simultaneous completion of our works provides evidence that the problem is interesting and timely, and the agreement is a reassuring confirmation that each team performed their calculations without error.
Fang and Lovelace
The deformation of a black hole produced by an applied tidal field was previously examined by Fang and Lovelace [13] , who concluded that Q ab = 0 when the perturbation is expressed in Regge-Wheeler gauge. Fang and Lovelace therefore anticipated our result that the quadrupole, electric-type Love number of a black hole is zero. These authors, however, qualified their conclusion by raising doubts about the gauge invariance of the result, and claiming that the induced quadrupole moment of a tidally deformed black hole is inherently ambiguous. We do not share these reservations.
We first discuss the issue of gauge invariance. The argument advanced by Fang and Lovelace in favor of a gauge dependence of the tidal Love number goes as follows. In Newtonian theory, the coordinate transformation r =r[1 + 2χ(R/r) 5 ] 1/2 , where χ is an arbitrary constant, turns a pure tidal potential
axb , which appears to describe a sum of tidal and body potentials; the transformation shifts the Love number by χ. Fang and Lovelace correctly dismiss this coordinate dependence as irrelevant in Newtonian theory, because r has a well-defined meaning, but they point out that in a relativistic context, the coordinate transformation could be viewed as a change of gauge. The implication, then, is that the relativistic Love number can be altered by a gauge transformation. Notice that the argument applies to all types of compact bodies: material bodies and black holes.
We do not accept the validity of this argument. The coordinate transformation considered by Fang and Lovelace is not of a type that can be associated with a gauge transformation of the perturbation theory. A gauge transformation necessarily involves coordinate displacements that are of the same order of magnitude as the perturbation field. But the transformation from r tor does not involve the perturbation at all, and represents a large change of the background coordinates. The new coordinater does not share the geometrical properties of the original r, and one would easily be able to distinguish the two coordinate systems. The argument, therefore, does not make a case for the gauge dependence of the Love numbers. And in fact, the gauge invariance of k el and k mag for all types of compact bodies (material bodies and black holes) is established in Sec. III.
We next discuss the issue of ambiguity. Unlike Fang and Lovelace, we believe that the relativistic Love numbers of compact bodies, as defined in this paper, are well defined and completely devoid of ambiguity. The reason is that the metric of Eqs. (1.5), which is presented in coordinates that have clear geometrical properties, defines a perfectly well-defined spacetime geometry. Given this spacetime, one could in principle monitor the motion of test masses and light rays and thereby measure its detailed features, including the mass M , the tidal moments E L and B L , and the Love numbers. These measurements would contain no ambiguities.
The ambiguity identified by Fang and Lovelace concerns the coupling of Q ab , the induced quadrupole moment, to E abc , the octupole moment of the applied tidal field. According to Newtonian ideas, this coupling should lead to a force
bc Q bc acting on the compact body. (Once more the argument applies to all types of compact bodies.) Fang and Lovelace associate F a witḣ P a (r), the rate of change of three-momentum contained within a world tube of radius r that surrounds the compact body; this is calculated by integrating the flux of Landau-Lifshitz energy-momentum pseudotensor across the world tube. They observe that the result is indeed proportional to E a bc Q bc , but that the coefficient in front depends on r. They interpret this as a statement that the force is ambiguous, assign the ambiguity to Q ab , and conclude that the induced quadrupole moment of a tidallydeformed compact body is inherently ambiguous.
We believe that the ambiguity inṖ a (r) is genuinethe result does depend on the world tube's radius. It is hasty, however, to conclude from this that F a itself is ambiguous, because force calculations that rely on techniques of matched asymptotic expansions [14, 15] must involve a limiting procedure in which both M and r are taken to approach zero. Although ambiguities remain in this procedure, they are much smaller than those claimed by Fang and Lovelace. At the accuracy level of our calculations, the induced quadrupole moment of a tidallydeformed compact body is not ambiguous.
Suen
An earlier determination of the induced quadrupole moment of a tidally deformed black hole was made by Suen [16] , who examined the specific case of a black hole perturbed by an axisymmetric ring of matter. Suen found that the black-hole quadrupole moment is Q ab = + 4 21 M 5 E ab , so that it gives rise to a negative Love number,
. This result contradicts our own results. Suen's result is wrong. The starting points of Suen's analysis is the perturbed metric presented in Eq. (2.6) of his paper. It is easy to show that while the metric does indeed satisfy the Einstein field equations (up to terms that are quadratic in the small parameter A), it fails to be regular at the event horizon. The metric does not, therefore, represent a perturbed black hole, and the nonzero result for k el is a consequence of this fact. The regularity of the metric perturbation p αβ at r = 2M can be judged by examining its components in the light-cone coordinates (v, r, θ, φ), which are regular on the event horizon. A simple calculation reveals that in Suen's notation, p rr = −2(2U −V )/f , where f = 1−2M/r. This is singular at r = 2M unless 2U −V vanishes there, but Eqs. (2.7) of Suen's paper show instead that 2U − V → AM 2 in the limit. The perturbation is singular.
Organization of the paper
In the remaining sections of this paper we present the details of our analysis, and describe how the results reviewed previously were obtained. We begin in Sec. II with a discussion of tidal moments and tidal potentials, and motivate the definitions presented in Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). In Sec. III we solve the external problem, and show that the metric of Eqs. (1.5) is a solution to the vacuum field equations linearized about the Schwarzschild metric. In Sec. IV we formulate the internal problem for general stellar models, and we specialize this to polytropes in Sec. V. In Sec. VI we review the numerical techniques that were employed to generate the figures and the tables displayed in the Appendix.
II. TIDAL MOMENTS AND POTENTIALS
A spherical stellar model is perturbed by an external tidal field characterized by the electric-type tidal moments E L (v) and the magnetic-type tidal moments B L (v). These are symmetric-tracefree (STF) tensors, and L is a multi-index that contains a number l of individual indices. The tidal moments depend on v (and not on the spatial coordinates), but this time dependence is taken to be so slow that all v-derivatives will be ignored in the Einstein field equations.
We begin our discussion of tidal potentials by adopting quasi-Cartesian coordinates x a related in the usual way to our spherical coordinates (r, θ A ). We write the transformation as x a = rΩ a (θ A ), with Ω a = [sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ] denoting the unit radial vector. We introduce
as the projector to the transverse space orthogonal to Ω a , and we let Ω a A := ∂Ω a /∂θ A . We note the helpful identities
Here Ω AB = diag[1, sin 2 θ] is the metric on the unit twosphere, and Ω AB is its inverse. We introduce D A as the covariant-derivative operator compatible with Ω AB , and AB as the Levi-Civita tensor on the unit two-sphere (with nonvanishing components θφ = − φθ = sin θ). In addition to Eqs. (2.2) we also have
Here and below, upper-case latin indices are raised and lowered with Ω AB and Ω AB , respectively. Finally, we note that
For an electric-type tidal moment E L of degree l ≥ 2, the Cartesian version of the tidal potentials are defined by
a is a transverse vector potential, and E (l) ab is a transverse-tracefree tensor potential. The angular version of the tidal potentials are
For a magnetic-type tidal moment B L of degree l ≥ 2, the Cartesian version of the tidal potentials are defined by
a is a transverse vector potential, and B
(l)
ab is a transverse-tracefree tensor potential; there is no scalar potential in the magnetic case. The angular version of the tidal potentials are
The tidal potentials can all be expressed in terms of (scalar, vector, and tensor) spherical harmonics. Let 
AB also is tracefree: Ω AB X lm AB = 0. We first express the electric-type tidal potentials in terms of the even-parity spherical harmonics. We begin with E (l) , which we decompose as
There are 2l+1 terms in the sum, and the 2l+1 independent components of E L are in a one-to-one correspondence with the 2l + 1 coefficients E (l) m . Returning to the original representation of Eq. (2.4), we find after differentiation that
, and we conclude that
An additional differentiation using the last of
. From this we conclude that
We next express the magnetic-type potentials in terms of the odd-parity spherical harmonics. We begin with
. Differentiating the first expression, multiplying this by the Levi-Civita tensor, and involving the second of Eqs. (2.3) returns
, and after symmetrization we obtain
In this subsection we determine the tidal deformation of the metric outside the matter distribution, in the evenparity sector. The unperturbed external solution is the Schwarzschild metric
with f := 1 − 2M/r and M denoting the body's mass; the metric is valid for r > R, where R is the body's radius. We employ the perturbation formalism of Martel and Poisson [17] , and implement the light-cone gauge of Preston and Poisson [8] .
In the light-cone gauge the even-parity metric perturbation is given by
We consider each l-mode separately, and we henceforth omit the label lm on the perturbation variables h vv , j v , K, and G, which depend on r only. As discussed by Preston and Poisson, K lm can always be set equal to zero when the perturbation satisfies the vacuum field equations; this represents a refinement of the light-cone gauge, and we shall make this choice here.
To simplify the task of solving the field equations we set
where the functions e 1 (r), e 4 (r), and e 7 (r) are to be determined. Substitution of Eqs. (3.3) into Eq. (3.2) produces
A , (3.4b)
where
A , and E (l)
AB are the tidal potentials introduced in Eq. (2.5).
The motivation behind the introduction of the functions e 1 , e 4 , and e 7 goes as follows. We first observe that when we set e 1 = e 4 = e 7 = 1, the perturbation defined by Eqs. (3.3) or Eqs. (3.4) satisfies the equations of linearized theory for a perturbation of Minkowski spacetime. This exercise reveals that h vv must be proportional to r l , j v to r l+1 , and G to r l ; the relative numerical coefficients between these fields are also determined by solving the perturbation equations in flat spacetime. The remaining absolute numerical coefficient that relates the perturbation to the tidal moment E L is determined by the definition of the tidal moment in terms of the Weyl tensor of the perturbed spacetime; this coefficient -the factor −2/[(l − 1)l] in h vv -can be read off Eq. (3.26a) of Ref. [9] .
Inserting the functions e 1 , e 4 , and e 7 in Eqs. (3.3) allows the perturbation to be a solution to the Einstein field equations linearized about the Schwarzschild metric instead of the Minkowski metric. We impose the boundary conditions e 1 (r → ∞) = e 4 (r → ∞) = e 7 (r → ∞) = 1.
(3.5)
The field equations do not determine these functions uniquely. The light-cone gauge comes with a class of residual gauge transformations that preserve the lightcone nature of the coordinate system (see Preston and Poisson [8] ). In the even-parity sector, and for static perturbations, the residual gauge freedom that keeps K = 0 is a one-parameter family described by
in which a 1 is the (dimensionless) parameter. The residual gauge freedom does not interfere with the boundary conditions of Eq. (3.5). When K is allowed to change, the residual gauge freedom becomes a three-parameter family. In this case we have
and K becomes
Here a 2 and a 3 are two additional gauge parameters. The differential equations satisfied by e 1 , e 4 , and e 7 can be extracted from the perturbation equations. These equations are coupled, and some effort must be devoted to their decoupling before an attempt is made to find solutions. We shall not describe these routine steps here. We state simply that the solutions are the ones that were displayed in Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7). These are given in a minimal implementation of the light-cone gauge, in which all constants of integrations are set equal to zero. The most general form of the solution is obtained from this by effecting the shifts described by Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8). The functions A n and B n are displayed for selected values of l in Table I .
The metric perturbation can be represented in terms of gauge-invariant variables. We employ the set defined by Eqs. (4.10)-(4.12) of Martel and Poisson [17] . According to these equations, and as can be directly verified from Eq. (3.7), the variables
are gauge-invariant; a prime indicates differentiation with respect to r. We express them as
in terms of new radial functions e vv , e vr , e rr , and e K . Calculation reveals that these are given in terms of the old ones by
r f e 7 TABLE I: Functions An and Bn for selected values of l, expressed in terms of z := 2M/r. The numbers µ l and λ l are given by
2M f e 7 , (3.11a)
11b)
11c)
It is easy to see that these functions, like the old ones, all go to one as r goes to infinity. Substitution of our expressions for e 1 , e 4 , and e 7 into Eqs. (3.11) and repeated use of the properties of hypergeometric functions reveal that
and
Notice that e vv , f e vr , and f 2 e rr are all equal to the minimal implementation of e 1 , and e K is equal to the minimal implementation of e 7 . All this shows that the relativistic Love numbers k el possess gauge-invariant significance.
B. Odd-parity sector
In the light-cone gauge the odd-parity metric perturbation is given by
We consider each l-mode separately, and we henceforth omit the label lm on the perturbation variables h v and h 2 , which depend on r only. To simplify the task of solving the field equations we set
where the functions b 4 (r) and b 7 (r) are to be determined. Substitution of Eqs. (3.15) into Eq. (3.14) produces
where B
(l)
A and B
AB are the tidal potentials first introduced in Eq. (2.7).
The motivation behind the introduction of the functions b 4 and b 7 is identical to what was done in the even-parity sector. When we set b 4 = b 7 = 1, the perturbation defined by Eqs. (3.15) or Eqs. (3.16) satisfies the equations of linearized theory for a perturbation of Minkowski spacetime. This exercise reveals the relative numerical coefficients between h v and h 2 . The remaining absolute numerical coefficient that relates the perturbation to the tidal moment B L is determined by the definition of the tidal moment in terms of the Weyl tensor of the perturbed spacetime; this coefficient -the factor 2/[3(l − 1)l] in h v -can be read off Eq. (3.26b) of Ref. [9] .
Inserting the functions b 4 and b 7 in Eqs. (3.15) allows the perturbation to be a solution to the Einstein field equations linearized about the Schwarzschild metric instead of the Minkowski metric. We impose the boundary conditions
The field equations do not determine these functions uniquely. As in the even-parity case we have a residual gauge freedom that preserves the nature of the light-cone coordinates. It is described by The metric perturbation can be represented in terms of gauge-invariant variables. We employ the set defined by Eq. (5.7) of Martel and Poisson [17] . According to this, and as can be directly verified from Eq. (3.18), the variablesh
are gauge-invariant. We express them as 
It is easy to see that these functions, like the old ones, all go to one as r goes to infinity. Substitution of our expressions for b 4 and b 7 into Eqs. (3.21) and repeated use of the properties of the hypergeometric functions reveal that
Notice that b v and f b r are both equal to b 4 , which is gauge-invariant. This shows that the relativistic Love numbers k mag possess gauge-invariant significance.
IV. INTERNAL PROBLEM A. Background metric for relativistic stellar models
We begin with an examination of the internal gravitational field of a body that is not yet perturbed by an external tidal field. The body is spherically-symmetric, and the matter consists of a perfect fluid. In light-cone coordinates (v, r, θ A ) the metric is expressed as 2) and the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium is
Here ρ is the fluid's proper energy density, and p is the pressure. These equations can be integrated once an equation of state is specified. The boundary conditions are m(r = 0) = 0 and ψ(r = 0) = ψ 0 , where ψ 0 is chosen so that ψ vanishes at the stellar surface: ψ(r = R) = 0.
B. Light-cone gauge
The internal light-cone gauge is a modified version of the external gauge constructed by Preston and Poisson [8] . We define it properly in this section.
The metric of Eq. (4.1) reveals the meaning of the coordinates (v, r, θ A ) in the background spacetime. We note first that l α = −∂ α v is a null vector, so that the surfaces v = constant are null hypersurfaces; they describe light cones that converge toward r = 0. The vector
is tangent to the null generators of these light cones, and the expression reveals that θ A is constant along the generators. In addition, the affine parameter λ that runs along the generators is related to r by dλ = −e ψ dr. In the interior portion of the spacetime, r is no longer an affine parameter on the null generators; but it still possesses the property of being an areal radius, in the sense that the area of a surface of constant (v, r) is given by 4πr
2 . In the internal light-cone gauge, the metric of the perturbed spacetime is presented in coordinates (v, r, θ A ) that possess the same geometrical meaning as in the background spacetime. In particular, v continues to label null hypersurfaces, θ A continues to be constant along the null generators, and r continues to be related to the affine parameter by dλ = −e ψ dr. It is easy to show that these statements imply the same conditions
that were employed in the external problem. The nonvanishing components of the metric perturbation are therefore p vv , p vA , and p AB . The radial coordinate, however, will lose its meaning as an areal radius in the stellar interior.
In the even-parity sector the perturbation is decomposed as in Eq. (3.2) , and the fields h
depend (in general) on the coordinates (v, r). An evenparity gauge transformation is generated by the vector field Ξ α , with components
It can be shown that the condition h vr = 0 determines ξ v , that h rr = 0 determines ξ r , and that j r = 0 determines ξ. The gauge, however, is not determined uniquely.
There exists a residual gauge freedom that preserves the geometrical meaning of the coordinates. In the case of v-independent perturbations, the residual gauge freedom is a three-parameter family described by
Here we suppressed the lm labels on ξ v , ξ r , and ξ, as well as the constants a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 .
In the odd-parity sector the perturbation is decomposed as in Eq. (3.14), and the fields h lm v , h lm 2 depend (in general) on the coordinates (v, r). An odd-parity gauge transformation is generated by the vector field Ξ α , with components
It can be shown that the condition h r = 0 determines ξ. In this case also there exists a residual gauge freedom that preserves the geometrical meaning of the coordinates. In the case of v-independent perturbations, the residual gauge freedom is a one-parameter family described by
Here also we suppressed the lm labels on ξ and the constant α.
The decompositions of Eq. (3.2) and (3.14) can be used to compute δG αβ , the perturbation of the Einstein tensor inside the body. The even-parity sector decouples from the odd-parity sector, and the perturbation takes the form of
Here the even-parity fields A vv , A vr , A rr , A v , A r , A , A and the odd-parity fields B v , B r , B depend on v and r only. In the case of a stationary perturbation, they depend on r only. The expressions are too long to be displayed here. In practice they are easily generated with GRTensorII [18] by specializing the perturbation to an axisymmetric mode m = 0 with a specific multipole order l. 
C. Energy-momentum tensor
We consider stationary tides raised by a tidal environment characterized by an electric-type tidal moment E L and a magnetic-type tidal moment B L ; these are actually time-dependent, but the dependence is sufficiently slow that it can be neglected in the process of integrating the Einstein field equations. The perturbed metric will therefore carry a parametric dependence upon v.
The fluid's velocity vector in the background configuration is given by u α = (e −ψ f −1/2 , 0, 0, 0). In the perturbed configuration it becomesû α = (û v , 0, 0, 0), reflecting the fact that the tide is stationary and does not create motion within the fluid. The time component of the vector changes by virtue of the fact that the metric changes; we have thatû
After
These expressions are valid in the light-cone gauge. The perturbation δu A can be decomposed into even-parity and odd-parity components; the perturbations δu v and δu r are necessarily of even parity.
The perturbation in the energy-momentum tensor is generated by the perturbation in u α , but also by a perturbation in the density ρ and pressure p created by the tide; these are related by the equation of state. We have 12) and in the light-cone gauge this reads
The perturbations δT vA , δT rA , and δT AB can be decomposed into even-parity and odd-parity components; the perturbations δT vv , δT vr , and δT rr are necessarily of even parity. From Eqs. (4.13) we find that δT αβ is given by
(4.14f)
The even-parity fields are
15a)
15b)
and the perturbations in the density and pressure were also decomposed in spherical harmonics:
The odd-parity fields are
(4.17c)
Information about δρ and δp, or σ and q, can be obtained from the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium. In the perturbed spacetime the equation states that (ρ +p)â α + ∂ αp = 0, whereρ = ρ + δρ is the perturbed density,p = p + δp is the perturbed pressure, andâ α is the perturbed acceleration of the fluid elements. The equation becomes
when expressed in terms of the perturbations δρ, δp, and δa α . The unperturbed acceleration has a r = 
These are a set of coupled differential equations for the variables h vv (r), j v (r), K(r), and G(r); the remaining field equations are redundant by virtue of the Bianchi identities. The explicit forms reveal that E 1 = 0 is a firstorder differential equation for j v , E 2 = 0 is a first-order differential equation for h vv , E 3 = 0 is a second-order differential equation for K, and E 4 = 0 is a first-order differential equation for G.
The field equations can be manipulated to yield a decoupled equation for the master functioñ where
The master equation is equivalent to Eq. (27) of Ref. [12] , in which H := e −2ψ f
−1h
vv is used as an alternative choice of dependent variable.
The master equation can be derived by the following procedure. First, integrate the field equation E := A − 8πQ = 0 and obtain j v = 1 2 r 2 f e ψ G . This implies that h vv = h vv . Second, make the substitution in the other field equations. The result is that E 1 now involves h vv , G , and G ; E 2 involves h vv , h vv , K, K , and G ; E 3 involves h vv , K , and K ; and E 4 involves h vv , K, K , G, and G . Third, differentiate E 2 with respect to r, and use E 1 to eliminate the terms in G , and E 3 to eliminate the terms in K . The result is that E 2 now involves h vv , h vv , h vv , K, K , G, and G . Fourth, construct the linear combination rE 2 +aE 2 +bE 4 and determine the functions a and b that eliminate all terms involving K, K , G, G . The solution is unique, and the final result is Eq. (4.25). For numerical integration it is advantageous to make the same substitution as in Eq. (3.10),
and to rewrite Eq. (4.25) as a second-order differential equation for e vv (r). This function joins smoothly with the external version of Eq. (3.12), and k el is determined by matching the values of the internal and external functions (along with their first derivatives) at r = R.
E. Perturbation equations: odd-parity sector
The useful combinations of field equations are
The first is a second-order differential equation for h v , while the second is a first-order differential equation for h 2 .
The equation O 1 = 0 is fully decoupled, and the perturbation variable h v is easily shown to be gauge invariant, as it was in the external problem. The master variable for the odd-parity sector is thereforeh v := h v , and the master equation is
This equation is equivalent to Eq. (31) of Ref. [12] , in which ψ := rh v − 2h v is used as an alternative choice of dependent variable. The functionh v joins smoothly with the external version of Eq. (3.19) at r = R. For numerical integration it is advantageous to make the same substitution as in Eq. (3.20), 
V. IMPLEMENTATION FOR POLYTROPES
The relativistic Love numbers k el and k mag are determined by the numerical integration of Eqs. (4.25) and (4.29) and matching with the external solutions at r = R. This defines a simple computational procedure that can be implemented for any choice of equation of state. In this section we describe the steps that are involved when the polytropic form
is adopted; here K and the polytropic index n are constants. We choose, however, to deviate from the procedure just outlined: Instead of integrating the master equations for the variablesh vv andh v , we integrate the complete set of independent field equations. This allows us to calculate all components of the metric perturbation, and matching them across r = R determines, in addition to the Love numbers, the gauge parameters a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and α that are automatically selected by the internal solution. It is useful to introduce also a "relativistic factor"
which determines the degree with which the stellar model is relativistic. In terms of this we have ρ c = b n /K n , p c = b n+1 /K n , and b can be used in place of ρ c to label a stellar model, given a choice (K, n) of equation of state. We also note the relation m 0 /r 0 = (n + 1)b. We find that the units m 0 and r 0 vary with b even when the equation of state is fixed. To eliminate this dependence it is useful to define the alternative units
which do not depend on b. We have that m 0 = M 0 b (3−n)/2 and r 0 = R 0 b (1−n)/2 . In terms of the dimensionless variables the field equations (4.2) and (4.3) become 
with f = 1 − 2(n + 1)bξ 2 ν. The integration begins at a large and negative value of x, so that ξ = e x is small, with the starting values 1 There is no strong rationale for proceeding in this way. The honest truth is that we became aware of Eq. (4.25) only after completing the numerical work. We derived the master equation after noticing its appearance in Refs. [2, 12] and wondering why our formulation was more complicated than theirs.
The integration stops at ξ = ξ 1 , where θ goes to zero, and ψ 0 is chosen so that ψ(ξ 1 ) = 0. The stellar mass and radius are then given by , and m 0 = (n + 1)br 0 , with θ and ν (as well as ψ) depending on ξ. Finally, we use the fact that a term ρ in the perturbation equations can be related to p by the equation ρ = (dρ/dp)p , with dρ/dp determined by the equation of state.
Another useful set of substitutions is the one displayed in Eqs. (3.3), along with
in which we replace the original variables with the radial functions e 1 , e 4 , e 7 , and e 10 . These replacements are motivated by an analysis of the perturbation equations for small values of r, which reveals that h vv behaves as r l , j v as r l+1 , G as r l , and K as r l+2 . The numerical factors in front of e 10 is inserted to simplify the form of the small-r expansion of K, as we shall see below.
The final expression of the perturbation equations is
where a prime indicates differentiation with respect to ξ, and
A small-ξ expansion of these equations, using Eqs. (5.8), reveals that e 1 = a 0 + O(ξ 2 ), e 4 = a 0 e −ψ0 + O(ξ 2 ), e 7 = a 0 e −2ψ0 +O(ξ 2 ), and e 10 = a 0 e −2ψ0 (1+b) [3(n+1) 
, where a 0 is a parameter that must be determined by matching the internal and external perturbations at the stellar boundary. The perturbation equations are easily written as a first-order dynamical system for the variables u 1 := e 1 , u 2 := e 4 , u 3 = e 7 , u 4 := e 10 , and u 5 := ξe 10 . The numerical integration is carried out with x := ln ξ as the independent variable, and the differential equations are integrated simultaneously with Eqs. (5.7) to determine the unperturbed stellar model. The integration proceeds from a large and negative value of x, for which ξ = e x is small, and it stops at at ξ = ξ 1 where θ goes to zero.
The term nθ n−1 in A 3 originates from a term involving dρ/dp ∝ θ −1 that multiplies ρ ∝ θ n in the field equation for K (or e 10 ). This term diverges at the stellar boundary when n < 1. The singularity is integrable, however, and it can be shown that the solution for K(r) (or e 10 ) is actually well-behaved at the boundary. The divergence of A 3 nevertheless causes issues in the numerical integration of the perturbation equations. For this reason, the accuracy achieved for n < 1 is limited compared with the accuracy obtained for n > 1.
The internal perturbation must match the external perturbation at ξ = ξ 1 , or r = R, the position of the stellar boundary. The five internal functions e 1 , e 4 , e 7 , e 10 , and ξe 10 depend on one free parameter a 0 . The external functions, on the other hand, depend on three gauge parameters a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 , as well as the electric-type Love number k el . The five matching conditions determine the five parameters uniquely, including the Love number.
We suppose that the internal functions u 1 , · · · , u 5 are determined by setting a 0 ≡ 1 in the numerical integrations. The desired functions e 1 , · · · , e 10 then differ from these by an overall multiplicative factor that we denote λ −1 . We have where each side of the equation is evaluated at ξ = ξ 1 .
The external expressions for e 1 , e 4 , and e 7 are presented in Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7), and these must be modified by the gauge adjustments of Eqs. (3.7).
The function e 10 is related to K by Eq. (5.10), and the external expression for K is given by Eq. (3.8) . This equation and its derivative with respect to r imply that at ξ = ξ 1 ,
where C := 2M/R is the compactness factor. These equations can be solved for a 2 and a 3 . Involving also the matching equations and Eqs. (5.13), we arrive at
We see that the gauge parameters a 2 and a 3 , rescaled by the unknown coefficient λ, are determined by the numerical values obtained for u 4 and u 5 .
To solve the remaining matching equations we transfer the a 2 and a 3 terms from the right-hand side of Eqs. (3.7) to the left-hand side. Taking Eqs. (5.16) into account, we form the combinations
which can be determined numerically. Involving now Eqs. (1.6), the matching conditions take the explicit form
in these expressions the functions A n and B n are evaluated at r = R, or 2M/r = C. If we define a vector w = (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) of numerical quantities, and another vector p = (λ, λk rel , λC l+1 a 1 ) of unknown parameters, these equations take the form of the matrix equation w = M p, with a matrix M that is known analytically. Solving for p, the Love number is finally determined by k el = p 2 /p 1 .
C. Perturbation: Odd-parity sector
To arrive at the final form of the perturbation equations (4.28) we follow the same steps as in the evenparity sector. These include making the substitutions of Eqs. (3.15) , to replace the original variables h v and h 2 with the radial functions b 4 and b 7 .
The perturbation equations are
A small-ξ expansion of these equations reveals that b 4 = α 0 +O(ξ 2 ) and b 7 = α 0 e −ψ0 +O(ξ 2 ), where α 0 is a parameter that must be determined by matching the internal and external perturbations at the stellar boundary.
The perturbation equations are easily written as a firstorder dynamical system for the variables v 1 := b 4 , v 2 := ξb 4 , and v 3 := b 7 .
The internal perturbation must match the external perturbation at ξ = ξ 1 , or r = R, the position of the stellar boundary. The three internal functions b 4 , ξb 4 , and b 7 depend on one free parameter α 0 . The external functions, on the other hand, depend on one gauge parameter α as well as the magnetic-type Love number k mag . The three matching conditions determine the three parameters uniquely, including the Love number.
We suppose that the perturbation equations for v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 are integrated with α 0 ≡ 1. The desired internal functions b 4 and b 7 are then given by
where λ is an unknown constant. The matching conditions are
where each side of the equation is evaluated at ξ = ξ 1 . The external expressions for b 4 and b 7 are presented in Eqs. (1.6), together with the gauge adjustment of Eq. (3.18). We observe that b 4 is gauge-invariant, and that the purpose of the matching equation for b 7 is to determine the (uninteresting) gauge parameter α.
We focus on the two equations involving b 4 . Using Eqs. (1.6), we find that the explicit form of the matching conditions is
In these expressions the functions A 4 , A 4 := dA 4 /dz, B 4 , and B 4 := dB 4 /dz are evaluated at z := 2M/r = C. If we define a vector v = (v 1 , v 2 ) of numerical quantities, and another vector p = (λ, λk mag ) of unknown parameters, these equations take the form of the matrix equation v = M p, with a matrix M that is known analytically. Solving for p, the Love number is finally determined by k mag = p 2 /p 1 .
To evaluate the derivatives of A 4 and B 4 with respect to z we use the well-known property of hypergeometric functions that (d/dz)F (a, b; c; z) = (ab/c)F (a + 1, b + 1; c + 1; z).
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The computations presented in this work were generated with two independent codes, one written by each author. Consistency between our results provides evidence that each set of computations were carried our correctly, and the comparison allows us to estimate the numerical accuracy of our results.
The background spacetime is constructed by solving the Einstein field equations for a spherical matter configuration with a polytropic equation of state. The equations were formulated in Sec. V A, and the system of equations (5.7) is integrated numerically for selected values of the polytropic index n. The integration begins at a large and negative value of the radial variable x = ln ξ, using the starting values listed in Eqs. (5.8). It proceeds until θ changes sign at the stellar boundary, x = x 1 . In the first code, the integration is performed using the Bulirsh-Stoer method as implemented in the Numerical Recipes routine bsstep, which is embedded within odeint; we use the Second Edition of Numerical Recipes [19] , and the code is written in C++. In the second code, the integration is performed using the embedded RungeKutta Prince-Dormand method as implemented in the GNU Scientific Library routine rk8pd, which is embedded within odeiv; we use version 1.9 of the libraries [20] , and the code is written in C. In each code all floatingpoint operations are carried out with double precision. The accuracy of the integration is determined by the integrator's tolerance and the errors of order ξ 6 that are incorporated in the starting values. As Eqs. (5.7) are exceptionally well conditioned toward numerical integration, a high degree of accuracy can easily be achieved. We estimate that our stellar configurations are computed accurately to at least twelve significant digits.
The stellar boundary is identified with the help of a bisection search for the solution to θ(x) = 0. In the first code this is carried out with the Numerical Recipe routine zbrent; the search is loosely bracketed between the values x 0 < x 1 (where θ is positive) and x 2 > x 1 (where θ is negative). In the second code this is carried out with the GNU Scientific Library routine brent, using a similar bracketing method. The search is carried out with high accuracy, again of the order of twelve significant digits.
The even-parity perturbation equations (5.11) are next integrated for selected values of n and l, simultaneously with the background field equations (5.7). Once more the integration begins at a large and negative value of x, using the starting values derived in Sec. V B, and it proceeds up to x = x 1 . In the first code we continue to use bsstep and odeint, and the caption of Table II discusses the accuracy of these integrations. In the second code we continue to use rk8pd and odeiv; the tolerance of the integrator is set uniformly to = 1.0e-12, and all integrations begin at x = −10.0. Each code returns the values of u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 , and u 5 at the stellar boundary.
The odd-parity equations (5.19) are integrated in exactly the same way. Here the codes return the values of v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 at the stellar boundary.
The matching problem of Eqs. (5.18) requires the numerical solution of the matrix equation w = M p, where w is constructed from the perturbations, M is known analytically, and p is the vector of unknown parameters, which include the electric-type Love number k el . In the first code the system of equations is solved by performing an LU decomposition of the matrix M, and this is handled by the Numerical Recipes routines ludcmp and lubksb. In the second code the LU decomposition is handled by the GNU Scientific Library routines gsl linalg LU decomp and gsl linalg LU solve. In view of the small number of equations involved (three), this task is essentially carried out at machine precision. The final output is k el .
The matching problem of Eqs. (5.23) is handled in exactly the same way. Here the final output is the magnetictype Love number k mag .
Our results are presented in the figures displayed in Sec. I and in the tables provided in the Appendix. The electric-type and magnetic-type Love numbers are computed for selected values of n and l, as functions of the relativistic parameter b := p c /ρ c and the compactness C := 2M/R. The allowed interval begins at b = 0 and C = 0, where the equations reduce to their Newtonian limit, and ends at b = b max and C = C max , where the stellar configuration achieves its maximum mass. Each table caption discusses the estimated accuracy of our results. Overall we claim an approximate accuracy of nine significant digits for the Love numbers (with some exceptions, as detailed in the table captions). For each selected value of n the first row shows the value of , the integrator's tolerance. When = 1.0e-12 the integrations are started at x = −7.0, so that the errors in the starting values are of the order of 1.0e-12. When > 1.0e-12 the integrations are started at x = −6.5, so that the errors in the starting values are of the order of 1.0e-11. For the odd-parity equations the tolerance of the integrator is set uniformly to = 1.0e-12, and all integrations begin at x = −7.0. The second column shows δ, an intrinsic measure of the accuracy of our results. This is defined as δ := |ν model − νpert|/ν model , where ν model is the value of ν at the stellar boundary ξ = ξ1 as determined with exquisite precision by integrating the stellarmodel equations only, while νpert is the value as determined by also integrating the perturbation equations. The least accurate determinations are for small values of b; the accuracy typically improves by two orders of magnitude at larger values of b. For reasons that were explained at the end of Sec. IV D, when n < 1 the accuracy that can be achieved for the evenparity perturbations is more limited than what is achieved for ν; for these cases δ gives an overestimate of the true accuracy. For n > 1, and for the odd-parity perturbations, δ should be an accurate measure of our accuracy.
n = 0.50 = 1.0e-10 = 1.0e-10 = 1.0e-10 = 1.0e-10 δ < 1.2e-10 δ < 1.2e-10 δ < 1.2e-10 δ < 1.2e-10 n = 0.75 = 3.0e-11 = 3.0e-11 = 3.0e-11 = 3.0e-11 δ < 8.6e-11 δ < 6.6e-11 δ < 8.6e-11 δ < 8.6e-11 n = 1.00 = 1.0e-12 = 3.0e-11 = 3.0e-11 = 3.0e-11 δ < 1.6e-09 δ < 1.7e-09 δ < 2.7e-10 δ < 4.0e-11 n = 1.25 = 1.0e-12 = 3.0e-11 = 3.0e-11 = 3.0e-11 δ < 9.5e-11 δ < 9.6e-11 δ < 9.5e-11 δ < 9.5e-11 n = 1.50 = 1.0e-12 = 3.0e-11 = 3.0e-11 = 3.0e-11 δ < 7.2e-11 δ < 7.2e-11 δ < 7.2e-11 δ < 7.2e-11 n = 1.75 = 1.0e-12 = 1.0e-12 = 7.0e-11 = 7.0e-11 δ < 9.2e-11 δ < 9.2e-11 δ < 9.2e-11 δ < 9.2e-11 n = 2.00 = 1.0e-12 = 1.0e-12 = 1.0e-12 = 3.0e-11 δ < 2.4e-12 δ < 2.4e-12 δ < 2.4e-12 δ < 2.4e-12 Table. [We were not able to accurately compute the electric-type Love number for b = 0 for these specific values of n and l. The reason has to do with the fact that for these values, ξe 10 = O(ξ 4 ) instead of being of order ξ 2 near ξ = 0; the integrator then has difficulty moving out of the small-ξ region and the number of steps required exceeds the set limit.] We believe that our results for the electric-type Love numbers are accurate to nine significant digits, and that our results for the magnetic-type Love numbers are also accurate to nine significant digits. 
APPENDIX: TABLES OF RELATIVISTIC LOVE NUMBERS
